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V  = V^ + 300 eos eos ( í ^ - 55®} 
Los resultados obtenidos son los siguientes
N G C  7552 
N G C  7582
Vm (km/see) 
+ 1690 -  20 
+ 1615 i  20
V (km/see) 
+1670 - 20 
+1595 ± 20
Utilizando para la eonstante de Hubble el valor eonveneional H = 100 km/see/Mpe, de 
estas veloeidades resulta un módulo 36, que eorresponde a una distaneia de 16 Mpe, las mag­
nitudes totales absolutas de estas galaxias son, entónees, -20 para N G C  7552 y -19.5 para 
N G C  7582.
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The eonneetions between geometrie intuition and the analytie statement of a problem are 
briefly investigated. It is espeeially emphasized the implications involved by Lagrange's • 
classical method of the variation of the parameters when applied to perturbation theories. To 
avoid some difficu lties which arise in classical methods, a new guide is proposed, that 
essentially implies the classification of the orbital variables according to the role they play. 
We shall have according to this statemente, variables that change exp lic it ly  with time 
(dynamic variables), and variables tha change im plicitly with time (geometric variables). 
Appropiate statement of the problem gives rise to an interesting equation already quoted in 
previous papers, published in other numbers of this Bulletin. The new statement opens an 
interesting field of research which seeks for a closer connection berween the geometry implied 
by mechanic problems and the corresponding analytic statement of the same.
The main result w ill be such that, in the particular case of Celestial Mechanics, it is 
possible to approach the desideratum of having series for the coordinates, convergent for every 
value of the independent variable.
